JESUS. HIS LIFE': THE SPIRIT, aka Marc Spirit Hairapatian, met actor PATRICK BACH ('SILAS', 'JACK HOLBORN', 'ANNA') at dubbing studio of company TV+Synchron Berlin GmbH for creating the German version of new HISTORY series 'JESUS. HIS LIFE' (German TV release: June 9, 2019). PATRICK is the 'German voice' of Jesus actor GREG BARNETT. We had a wonderful interview! (Berlin, May 6, 2019, photo by PR/HISTORY/Getty/Reuter) - with Patrick Bach Fanpage and Patrick Bach hier: Bezirk Adlershof.
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR 2019: THE SPIRIT, aka Marc Hairapetian, met leading actor GREG BARNETT who played the title role of "JESUS. HIS LIFE" in the new HISTORY TV series. We did also a long interview (London, April 3, 2019, photo by Nicolas Finke A+E).
